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Background
San Clemente, home to 65,000 residents, sits 60 miles southeast of Los Angeles,
California. When the city needed to upgrade their payment processing software, they
required technology that could merge their existing software systems seamlessly and
process funds in real time.

Challenge
Since the year 2000, the City of San Clemente has successfully used ACTIVE’s Class
software to manage their Recreation Center transactions and fulfill their scheduling and
membership needs.

San Clemente
Simplifies Payment
Processing with
ACTIVE Payment
Manager
ACTIVE Content Manager has absolutely been the
right system for our city. Everyone is happy, uptime
has been great and we have experienced nothing
but success.
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Although the Recreation Center’s software solution was securely in place, when the
time came to streamline San Clemente’s utility billing and payment integration needs,
finding the right ‘fit’ was much more complex. “We needed a city-wide, front-end
cashiering solution that would be consistent across all of our facilities, integrate with
our existing systems, and give us greater control over our financial process,” explains
Tom Rendina, Finance Manager, City of San Clemente. According to Rendina, the city
had payment and transaction activity occurring at multiple facilities, but the activity was
not reaching the finance department’s general ledger; as a result, the finance staff were
only getting summary level transaction information. Adding to this, San Clemente’s
finance, recreation and community development departments were all using different
software systems for their daily operations without a common point-of sale application.

Solution
Before choosing ACTIVE Payment Manager, San Clemente reviewed several software
solution providers to effectively fulfill their needs. “What we wanted to do here at city
hall was to try to standardize the software,” explains Rendina. “We liked a lot of the
functionality with ACTIVE that was clearly beyond one competitor’s approach: the idea
that you can program buttons on the screen and drill down from here into sub-menus.
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Implementation
As San Clemente sought to upgrade their technology, the Finance Department was
committed to increasing the speed between the time that the city received payments
from customers and the point that those monies were realized as revenue. “One of
the things we have historically experienced,” explains Rendina, “is a high volume of
payment activity in June, and the classes didn’t occur until July and August. Every year,
we’d have this uptake in revenue and always explain to Recreation that the expenditure
side of this revenue wasn’t going to happen until the next fiscal year. One of the
things that we were able to do with Payment Manager was to go in and draw a better
correlation between when we received money and when we recognized it as revenue.
We’re now doing that within the system.”
The Finance Manager admits to being delighted with the way that The ACTIVE
Network’s software has solved that pre-existing problem. “You get a ten in that
regard,” says Rendina. “We’re very satisfied that the system now has the capability of
recognizing the deposits today that are going to be revenue six weeks from now. We
changed the rules of the way we operate; as a result, I’d score it 10 out of 10.”

Within permits you’d have subsets of individual kinds of permits. The menu system led
you very easily to a direct link between what you were taking money for and where you
wanted it to end up.” With that competitor out of the running, San Clemente’s
due diligence left them with two choices: ACTIVE’s Class software and another
competing company.
“The decision that we came to,” recalls Rendina, “was that the third competitor had not
written an interface with CRW [the software that deals with San Clemente’s permits,
business licensing, building, planning, engineering and code enforcement] so that
would put an extra step in the process if we were going to go with them. In addition,
that company didn’t have any kind of scheduling capabilities to manage classes and
recreation activity. The fact that we’d have to pay more money to write an interface with
CRW and it still didn’t solve Recreation’s problems put them in a secondary place. As
we went through these decision points,” concludes Rendina, “the other two competitors
fell out of the running because they couldn’t do it all. We chose ACTIVE because we
knew the team had done integrations with CRW and would also be able to do a fast
integration with our finance software, Eden. It became somewhat of an easy selection;
by deductive process, we basically got to the best product.”
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“Using Payment Manager,” continues Rendina, “we’ve moved from a very labor-intensive
process, where it was challenging just to deal with the daily cash reconciliation, to a
level of very centralized control, raising the bar in terms of revenue recognition and
real-time transaction activity. Now transactions are taken and posted at the same time
and we’ve eliminated the daily upload to our general ledger and any data duplication.
We’re also getting very detailed transaction information.”
Having a reliable software solution is important, but being able to follow-through with a
well organized installation and capable ongoing support is equally vital to the process.
Rendina affirms that ACTIVE provided his organization with a solid support network from
the initial install to the present day. “My experience has been very, very good in terms
of what we needed to get done and the time frame we needed it all to get done in. The
integration was very well supported.”

The other competitors fell out of the running because they
couldn’t do it all. We chose ACTIVE’s software because we knew
the team had done integrations with CRW and would also be
able to do a fast integration with out finance software.
Tom Rendina,
Finance Manager
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Results
Payment Manager isn’t just good for your financial control and accounting, it also
benefits your citizens. Since the solution is city-wide, a cashier at any location has
the ability to search the database to obtain a citizen’s billing and account information.
Payment Manager also allows cities to accept consolidated payments, making it
possible for a customer to pay their utility bill, a parking ticket and their softball
membership fees, all at any city payment location. By moving to a live credit card
transaction from a batching process, if there’s a problem with the transaction, the
cashier will be aware of it right away.

get started
Learn more about ACTIVE’s Content Management Solution.
ACTIVEnetwork.com/Government
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